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Abstract 
 

The components of Integrated Circuit (IC) devices are 
susceptible to moisture absorption at different stages of the 
production environment which can lead to hygrothermal 
stresses during the surface mounting process. The moisture 
concentration in electronic packages can be determined based 
on the wetness approach. If the saturated concentration value 
is dependent on temperature or time, the analogy between the 
wetness equation and the standard diffusion equation is not 
valid and requires special treatment. In this study, an 
alternative formulation, peridynamics, is utilized for the 
solution of wetness field equation in the case of saturated 
concentration varying with time. The formulation is 
implemented in the commercial finite element software, 
ANSYS, by utilizing traditional finite elements and solvers to 
make the computations more efficient. The peridynamic 
wetness approach is validated by considering various problem 
cases for absorption and desorption with multi-material 
systems representative of electronic packages. 
 
Introduction 
 

The components of Integrated Circuit (IC) devices are 
susceptible to moisture absorption at different stages of the 
production environment. The differential swelling between 
the polymeric and nonpolymeric materials, and among the 
polymeric materials exacerbates the hygrothermal stresses 
during the surface mounting (solder reflow) process in which 
the temperature of the IC package increases from room 
temperature to about o220 C . Since the temperature at this 
stage is higher than the glass transition temperature of 
polymeric materials, their mechanical properties degrade 
significantly.  

The moisture concentration in electronic packages can be 
determined based on the “wetness” approach [1]. The wetness 
parameter representing the ratio of the moisture concentration 
with respect to the saturated concentration value of the 
material is continuous along dissimilar material interfaces.  If 
the saturated concentration value is not dependent on 
temperature or time, the wetness equation is analogous to the 
standard diffusion equation whose solution can be constructed 
by using any commercial finite element analysis software 
such as ANSYS.  However, the time dependency of saturated 
concentration requires special treatment under temperature 
dependent environmental conditions such as reflow process.  

The saturated concentration values of most polymer materials 
in electronic packages are mostly dependent on temperature.  
As a result, the wetness equation is not directly analogous to 
the standard diffusion equation. 

A finite element model of multi-material systems using 
wetness approach under transient loading was first proposed 
by Wong et al. [1] and named as “piecewise normalization” 
approach. However, it requires several load steps and complex 
algorithms. In order to achieve computational efficiency and 
easy implementation, Wong [2] introduced an alternative 
approach named as “internal source” approach. This approach 
invokes temperature dependency of satC  as an internal source 
function, and its time dependency is approximated with 
backward Euler method.  However, its solution is highly 
dependent on number of iterations performed during each 
time step. Recently, Wong and Park [3] revised the internal 
source technique, and removed the requirement for iterations. 

As an alternative approach, peridynamics, can be utilized. 
Peridynamics [4-7] is a new continuum mechanics 
formulation originally introduced for problems including 
discontinuities. Peridynamic formulation can also be extended 
to other fields including temperature [8,9], moisture [10,11], 
etc. As the field variable, wetness field can also be chosen. 
Hence, this study presents a new approach for solution of the 
governing wetness equation with time dependent saturated 
concentration.  The resulting equations can be solved by using 
the concept of peridynamics.  It is computationally efficient as 
well as easy to implement without any iterations in each time 
step. Furthermore, the implementation is achieved by using 
the traditional elements and solvers available in ANSYS.  
Numerical results illustrate the accuracy and robustness of this 
approach for absorption and desorption with multi-material 
systems representative of electronic packages. 

 
Peridynamic (PD) Wetness Approach 

 
Moisture diffusion process occurs in many different 

physical phenomena, and it can be described by using the 
classical (local) formulation as   
 

2( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )mC t D t C t t= ∇ +Θx x x                                         (1) 
 

where C  is the moisture concentration, mΘ  is the internal 
source function, D  is the diffusivity, 2∇  is the Laplace 



operator, and ‘dot’ denotes time derivative.  The saturated 
concentration, satC  is defined as   

 

sat VPC SP=                                                                              (2) 
 
where S  is the solubility and VPP  is the ambient vapor 
pressure.  The diffusivity and solubility can be defined 
through the Arrhenius law as   
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in which 0D  is the diffusivity factor, DE  is the activation 

energy of the diffusivity, 0S  is the solubility factor, SE  is the 
activation energy of the solubility, R is the universal gas 
constant, and T  represents temperature.   

The moisture diffusion equation, Eq. (1) is only valid for a 
homogenous domain.  Therefore, it is not valid for direct 
solution of concentration in nonhomogeneous domains 
because the concentration is not continuous along dissimilar 
interfaces.  In order to remedy this situation, Wong et al. [12] 
introduced a normalized field variable called “wetness” as   

 

sat

Cw
C

=  (4) 

 
They showed the continuity of this new field through the 

interface of dissimilar materials based on the equalization of 
chemical potentials.  Therefore, the moisture concentration 
can be determined by solving first for wetness. If the source 
function, ( , )m tΘ x  at material point x has a non-zero value, the 
second term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) requires a 
modification as ( , )/m satt CΘ x . However, this equation is only 
valid under time independent moisture concentration, satC  
condition.   

If satC  is time (temperature) dependent, Eq. (1) can be 
recast in terms of the “wetness” parameter as [2]   

 
2( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )sat sat mC t w t D t C t w t t= ∇ +Θx x x                     (5a) 

 
with 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( )m satt w t C tΘ = −x x                                            (5b) 
 

 Within the peridynamic framework, the interaction 
between material points is nonlocal. Therefore, a material 
point is influenced by the other material points within its 

neighborhood defined by its horizon.  As shown by Oterkus et 
al. [11], the PD form of Eq. (1) can be written as   

 

[ ] ( )( ) ( ) , , , , ( )sat m
H

C t w t f w w t dV t
t
∂ ′ ′ ′= +Θ
∂ ∫ x x                (6) 

where f  is the wetness response function which governs the 
interaction between material points x  and ′x .  It enables the 
exchange of wetness between material points that are 
connected through bonds. In Eq. (6), the parameter Hx  
represents the domain of influence region for the material 
point at x  as shown in Fig. 1.  Its extent is defined by the 
parameter, δ  referred to as the horizon. The response 
function, f  is zero for material points outside the horizon; 
i.e., δ′− >x x .  The pairwise response function can be 
defined as 
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where ( )d t  is the PD material parameter which is dependent 
on the material properties and the horizon.  This parameter 
can be determined by equating the PD form of the wetness 
equation to the classical wetness equation as the horizon size 
approaches to zero.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Interaction of material point x  with its 
neighboring point, ′x  

  
 The PD material parameter, ( )d t , corresponds to the 

micro-wetness diffusivity and can be defined as   
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As shown in Fig. 2, material points, x  and ′x  can be 

located on opposite sides of the interface with different 
coefficients m  and m′ , respectively.  The PD bond between 



material points x  and ′x  is split between these two materials.  
The segments of this bond are associated with these material 
points and are denoted by l  and l′ , respectively. The 
property of this bond between material points, x  and ′x  can 
be approximated as 
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Fig. 2.  PD interactions of material points near the 
interface region. 

 
In discrete form, the integral term involving the response 

function is replaced by a finite summation; thus, the diffusion 
equation can be rewritten as   
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with   
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where the displacement ( )kw  and ( )jw  are wetness values at 

material points ( )kx  and ( )jx , respectively.  The response 

function ( )( )k jf
 

represents the wetness exchange between 

material points ( )kx and ( )jx .  The summation range N  is the 

number of family members of material point ( )kx .  The family 

of material point ( )kx  is denoted by ( )kHx  as shown in Fig.1.   

In order to implement the saturated concentration values 

as boundary conditions, the fictitious boundary layer regions 

are created with a depth of δ  in addition to the actual 

dimensions of a domain as described by Madenci and Oterkus 

[13].  During the solution process for each time step, the time 

dependency of satC  can be approximated with backward 

Euler method between the consecutive time steps as   

 

( ) ( ) ( )
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m k k k

C C t t C t
w w
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Δ Δ

                 (11) 

Also, the PD bond parameter, ( )d t  is updated in accordance 

with Eqs. (2) and (3a).  Therefore, the solution to peridynamic 

wetness equation does not require any iteration during the 

solution procedure in order to conserve moisture 

concentration. Numerical implementation of the peridynamic 

formulation can be accomplished by using standard elements 

of a commercial finite element software such as thermal mass 

element and thermal link element. In this study, the 

commercial finite element software, ANSYS is used for this 

purpose. The main advantage of such implementation is to be 

able utilize the efficient solvers of ANSYS and perform 

implicit time integration in a straightforward manner. 

Therefore, significantly large time step sizes can be utilized 

which is especially important for long duration absorption and 

desorption phases of moisture diffusion analysis. 
 
Numerical results 
 
Absorption case  
  

A bar with a length of 4 4 mmL =  is composed of two 
different materials as shown in Fig. 3. Material 2 is confined 
with material 1. The lateral surfaces of the bar are isolated and 
the boundary conditions are specified as 
( ) 12 ,  2 satC x L L C= − = . The bar is initially at a dry state, 

1 2( , 0) ( , 0) 0C x t C x t= = = =  before the start of absorption.  
The time dependent temperature is uniformly distributed 
along the bar as   

 

( )( ) 25 60 CaT t t= +                                                          (12) 

 
As the time progresses, the temperature changes uniformly 

but the partial vapor pressure is kept constant as 
3207 PaVPP =  ( sat VPP P=  at 25°C) in the absorption process. 

The time step size is chosen as 2 stΔ =  and total solution 
time is 3600 s. The properties of each material are given in 
Table 1. Note that the materials have the same activation 
energy.   

 

 
Fig. 3.  A multi-material bar system. 



 
Table 1. Material properties  

 

The initial and boundary conditions in terms of the 
wetness parameters are specified as   
 

( )2 2 , 0 0w L x L t− < < = =                                                  (13) 

 
and   
 

( )2 , 1w x L t= − =  and ( )2 , 1w x L t= =                               (14) 

 

As shown in Fig. 4, the PD model of the bar is discretized 
with spacing /100x LΔ =  between the material points, and 
the horizon size is chosen as 3.015 xδ = Δ . Its uniform cross-

sectional area is specified as ( )2A x= Δ .  The PD equations 
are solved implicitly with a time step size of 2 stΔ =  and 
total solution time is 3600 s. During solution time steps, the 
PD bond constants, 1nd + , are updated with new diffusivity 
values of the next time step, 1, 1nD +  and 2, 1nD + . Moreover, the 

saturated concentrations, 1, 1sat nC +  and 2, 1sat nC + , are also 
updated at each time step.   

 

 
Fig. 4. Numerical discretization of the peridynamic model.  

The moisture concentration predictions based on the 
“internal source” approach and peridynamics are shown in 
Fig. 5 at time, 1800 and 3600 st = .  As evident in this figure, 
both methods are in agreement, and produce correct results.  
However, the PD predictions do not require the additional 
iteration steps between time steps.  As time progresses, the 
temperature increases while the saturated concentration values 
of both materials decrease. The concentration levels after 
3600 sec of absorption are low compared to the room 
temperature levels. Please also note that the results with large 
horizon size do not differ much from the results with more 
local horizon size ( 1.05 xδ = Δ ). Therefore, the effect of 
nonlocality is unimportant for this particular problem.   

 

Fig. 5.  Moisture concentration along the bar as the time 

progresses. 

Desorption case with equal values of Es 
 

The geometry, and material properties of the bar are the 
same as that of the previous problem. Activation energy of the 
vapor pressure is   
 

44.1 10  J/molVPE = ×                                                           (15) 
 
and saturated concentration is calculated from   
 

0 0

S VPE E
RT

satC S P e RH
−⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠= ×                                                     (16) 

 
The lateral surfaces of the bar are isolated and the boundary 
conditions are specified as ( )2 ,  2 0C x L L= − = . The bar is 
initially fully saturated at 85°C/100% RH. It is subjected to 
desorption process and the temperature changes uniformly 
with time as   
 

( )0.02( ) 85 CtT t e= ×                                                             (17) 
 
Furthermore, the solubility activation energies are 

continuous at the interface of materials. The initial and 
boundary conditions in terms of the wetness parameters are 
specified as   
 

( )2 2 , 0 1w L x L t− < < = =                                                   (18) 

 
and   
 

( )2 , 0w x L t= − =   and  ( )2 , 0w x L t= =                       (19) 

The time step size is again chosen as 2 stΔ =  and the 
total solution time is 60 s. Fig. 6 shows PD wetness 
predictions at time 20, 40, 50 and 60 st =  for the horizon 
size of 3.015 xδ = Δ . The comparison of moisture 
concentration predictions based on the FEM “internal source” 



and peridynamics are shown in Fig. 7 as time progresses. As 
apparent in Fig. 7, both methods provide comparable and 
accurate predictions. As the time progresses, desorption takes 
place and both wetness and corresponding moisture 
concentration decrease throughout the bar. Moreover, 
discontinuous concentration is captured throughout the 
interface.   

 

 
Fig. 6.  Wetness variation along the bar as the time 

progresses. 

 
 

Fig. 7.  Moisture concentration along the bar as the time 

progresses. 

Desorption case with unequal values of Es 
The geometry, boundary conditions and material 

properties of the bar is the same as that of the previous 
problem except for the solubility activation energy of material 
2. It is modified as 44.50 10  J/molSE = × . By doing this, the 
apparent difference between activation energies of solubility 
and vapor pressure, i.e. S VPE E≠ , is observed for material 2 
and the continuity of solubility activation energies at the 
interface, i.e. ,1 ,2S SE E≠ , is not satisfied for this case.  
Therefore, while the wetness values maintain their continuity 
at the interface the ratio of satC  values at the interface 
changes with time.   

The comparison of moisture concentration predictions 
based on the FEM “internal source” and peridynamics are 
shown in Fig. 8 at time 20, 40, 50 and 60 st = . Both methods 

provide predictions that are in close agreement. To conclude, 
the PD diffusion equation of motion can effectively capture 
time dependent effect of material properties under 
temperature dependent environmental conditions. This new 
approach is easy to implement and it is computational 
efficient since load steps are not needed between time steps 
for the convergence of the results as in the internal source 
approach.   

 

Fig. 8.  Moisture concentration along the bar as the time 

progresses. 

Conclusions 
 
In this study, a new approach based on peridynamics for 

the solution of wetness field in the case of time dependent 
saturated concentration is presented. The numerical 
implementation is done by using the commercial finite 
element software, ANSYS. Such an approach introduces 
numerical efficiencies during the solution process. Moreover, 
the current approach does not require iterations in each time 
step. In order to demonstrate the capability of this approach, 
three different cases are considered for a two material system 
where one of the materials is sandwiched between the other 
material. Both absorption and desorption cases are simulated 
by considering equal and unequal activation energies of 
solubility and vapor pressure. Peridynamic results are 
compared against the results generated by using internal 
source approach and a good agreement between two 
approaches is observed. 
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